ENERGY
IMPERATIVE

08
NET POSITIVE
CARBON
SCALE JUMPING PERMITTED

The intent of this Imperative is to foster the development and
use of carbon-free renewable energy resources while avoiding
the negative impacts of fossil fuel use, primarily the emissions
that contribute to global climate change.
All projects must supply one hundred and five percent of their
project’s energy needs through on-site renewable energy on a
net annual basis, without the use of combustion. 23
All projects (except single-family residential) must sub-meter
major energy end uses.
All single-family residential projects must develop a method
to understand and trouble-shoot energy use.
All projects must account for the total embodied carbon
emissions (tCO2e) from its construction (including the energy
consumed during construction) through the utilization of
carbon-sequestering materials and/or through a one-time
carbon offset purchase through an ILFI-approved carbon
offset provider. 24
All projects must develop and incorporate a resilience
strategy to allow the building to be habitable for one week, or
otherwise participate in support for the local community in a
disaster, through the use of batteries, storage etc.

23 Refer to the v4.0 Energy Petal Handbook for a list of renewable
energy systems, clarifications, and exceptions, including sub-metering
requirements. Energy consumed during construction must be
accounted for with either a carbon offset or renewable energy on site.
24 Refer to the v4.0 Energy Petal Handbook for approved carbon offset
programs, clarifications, and exceptions.
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HEALTH +
HAPPINESS
Fostering Environments that
Optimize Physical and Psychological
Health and Well Being

I-09 HEALTHY INTERIOR ENVIRONMENT
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I-10

HEALTHY INTERIOR PERFORMANCE

I-11

ACCESS TO NATURE

PETAL INTENT
The intent of the Health + Happiness Petal is
to create healthy spaces that allow all species
to thrive by connecting people to nature and
ensuring that our indoor spaces have healthy
air and natural daylight.
Many developments provide substandard
conditions for health, with over fifty percent
of global office workers having no access
to daylight. Research studies show that a
connection to nature has a direct effect
on people’s productivity, their creativity
and their ability to counter stress. Ensuring
healthy environments does not rely just on the
moment that the building is open, it requires
continuous monitoring and diligence to ensure
that alterations to systems over time do not
diminish people’s health.

IDEAL CONDITIONS + CURRENT
LIMITATIONS
The Living Building Challenge envisions a
nourishing, highly productive and healthy built
environment where everyone has fresh air,
daylight, views outside and can be connected
to the weather, the seasons and the time of
day. However, even the best available solutions
require acceptance and engagement by the
occupants and the project owner. For buildings
to be healthy over time takes a commitment
from the project occupants and owners.

OMEGA CENTER FOR SUSTAINABLE LIVING, CERTIFIED LIVINGSM- RHINEBECK, NY
Living Building Challenge 4.0 | 45
IMAGE BY FARSID ASSASSI, COURTESY OF BNIM ARCHITECTS

HEALTH +
HAPPINESS
CORE
IMPERATIVE

09

HEALTHY
INTERIOR
ENVIRONMENT

The intent of this Imperative is to
promote good indoor air quality and a
healthy interior environment for project
occupants.
All projects must:
•	Comply with the current version
of ASHRAE 62, or international
equivalent.
•	Prohibit smoking within any buildings
or enclosed spaces, and within 25’ of
any building opening, including air
supply vents.
•	Develop a Healthy Indoor
Environment Plan specific to the
project’s building type and location.
The plan must address cleaning
protocols, the prevention of
particulates and toxins through an
entry approach and implementation
of at least one strategy to improve air
quality.
•	Provide views outside and daylight
for 75% of occupants.
•	Provide direct exhaust for kitchens,
bathrooms, and janitorial areas.

46
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HEALTH +
HAPPINESS
IMPERATIVE

10

HEALTHY
INTERIOR
PERFORMANCE

The intent of this Imperative is to demonstrate ongoing high-quality indoor air and a healthy
indoor environment.
To promote good indoor air quality performance, all projects must:
•	Provide the results from an Indoor Air Quality test one to six months after occupancy, or
provide readings from an ILFI-approved continuously monitored indoor air quality system. 25
•	Comply with the CDPH Standard Method v1.1-2010 (or international equivalent) for 90%
of interior building products that have the potential to emit volatile organic compounds
(VOCs).
•	Implement a cleaning protocol that uses cleaning products that comply with the EPA Safer
Choice label (or international equivalent, such as Globally Harmonized System [GHS]). 26
All projects must provide 95% of occupants access to views and daylight and opportunities
for the remaining five percent of occupants to move to compliant spaces for a portion of their
day. 27
In addition, all projects must provide at least two of the following:
•	Sufficient operable windows to provide natural ventilation for at least six months of the
year.
•	Ability for the occupants to influence their local airflow and temperature through direct
input or controls.
•	Flexible options for working and learning such as sit/stand options and/or varied sensory
experiences for living, working or learning.
Residential projects must provide operable windows for 100% of the project occupants.

25 Testing protocols must be consistent with the United States Environmental Protection Agency Compendium
of Methods for the Determination, or international equivalent. Continuous monitoring must address
specific pollutants and verification standards. Refer to the v4.0 Health + Happiness Petal Handbook for the
exceptions and clarifications.
26 www.epa.gov/dfe; https://www.osha.gov/dsg/hazcom/global.html
27 Refer to the v4.0 Health + Happiness Petal Handbook for daylight compliance options.

WEST BERKELEY PUBLIC LIBRARY, ZERO ENERGY CERTIFIED - BERKELEY, CA
SM
Living
Building
Challenge
4.0 LIBRARY
|
47
IMAGE BY DAVID WAKELY, COURTESY
OF WEST
BERKELEY
PUBLIC
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IMPERATIVE
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ACCESS TO
NATURE
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The intent of this Imperative is to
provide opportunities for project
occupants to directly connect
to nature, and to assess the
success of the Health + Happiness
Imperatives.
All projects must connect people
and nature through the provision
of sufficient and frequent humannature interactions in both the
interior and the exterior of the
project to connect the majority of
occupants with nature directly.
All projects must request that
occupants complete a postoccupancy evaluation that
addresses the health benefits of
the project including the benefits
of daylight, fresh air and access to
nature at least once within six to
twelve months of occupancy.

CHESAPEAKE BAY BROCK ENVIRONMENTAL CENTER, LIVING CERTIFIED - VIRGINIA BEACH, VA
SM
49
Living OF
Building
Challenge
4.0 | CENTER
IMAGE BY DAVE CHANCE, COURTESY
BROCK
ENVIRONMENTAL

MATERIALS
Building with Products that are
Safe for All Species Through Time
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RESPONSIBLE MATERIALS

I-13

RED LIST

I-14

RESPONSIBLE SOURCING

I-15

LIVING ECONOMY SOURCING

I-16

NET POSITIVE WASTE

ETSY HEADQUARTERS, PETAL CERTIFIED - BROOKLYN, NY
IMAGE BY EMILY ANDREWS, COURTESY OF ETSY

PETAL INTENT
The intent of the Materials Petal is to help create a materials economy that
is non-toxic, ecologically restorative, and transparent. Throughout their life
cycle, building materials are responsible for many adverse environmental
issues, including personal illness, habitat and species loss, pollution, and
resource depletion. The Imperatives in this section aim to remove the worst
known offending materials and practices and to drive business toward
a truly responsible materials economy. When impacts can be reduced
but not eliminated, there is an obligation not only to offset the damaging
consequences associated with the construction process, but also to strive
for corrections in the industry itself. Over the past decade, the Red List has
transformed the building industry from one where ingredients were held in
secret to one where transparency is becoming the new normal.

IDEAL CONDITIONS + CURRENT LIMITATIONS
The Living Building Challenge envisions a future where all materials in the built
environment are regenerative and have no negative impact on human and
ecosystem health. The precautionary principle guides all materials decisions
when impacts are unclear.
There are significant limitations to achieving the ideal for the materials realm.
Product specification and purchase has far-reaching impacts, and although
consumers are starting to weigh these in parallel with other more conventional
attributes such as aesthetics, function and cost, the biggest shortcoming
is due to the market itself. Transparency is vital; as a global community, the
only way we can transform into a truly sustainable society is through open
communication and honest information sharing.
Declare®, the Institute’s ingredients label for building products, is a publicly
accessible label and online database and is embedded within the Materials
Petal. Not only does Declare provide a clear solution to both transparency and
documentation for projects, and a means to verify when exceptions are no
longer needed, it also provides a forum for sharing the information compiled
by a project team as part of their documentation requirements for certification.
declareproducts.com

TE KURA WHARE, LIVING CERTIFIED - TŪHOE, TĀNEATUA, NZ
IMAGE COURTESY OF TE KURA WHARE PROJECT TEAM
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MATERIALS
CORE
IMPERATIVE
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RESPONSIBLE
MATERIALS

The intent of this Imperative is to set a baseline for transparency, sustainable
extraction, support of local industry and waste diversion for all projects.
All projects must positively impact the building products market by meeting
the following materials selection criteria:
•	The project must contain one Declare label product per 200 sq m of gross
building area, or project area, whichever is smaller, up to twenty distinct
products from five manufacturers. All other product manufacturers not
currently in Declare must, at a minimum, receive a letter requesting they
disclose their ingredients and identify any Red List content. 28
•	All projects (except residential) must incorporate one product certified
under the Living Product Challenge. 29
•	50% of wood products must be FSC, salvaged, or harvested on site either
for the purpose of clearing the area for construction or to restore or
maintain the continued ecological function of the site. The remainder
must be from low risk sources. 30
•	20% or more of the materials construction budget must come from within
500 kilometers of construction site. 31
•	The project must divert 80% of the construction waste material from
the landfill and provide dedicated infrastructure for the collection of
recyclables and compostable food scraps during occupancy.
When a project is targeting all Materials Imperatives, it is not necessary
to document this Imperative, since all requirements are superseded by
Imperatives 13-16.
28 www.living-future.org/declare/
29 www.living-future.org/lpc/
30 The Nature, Economy and People Connected tool or equivalent must be used to assess
risk: https://www.nepcon.org/sourcinghub/timber
31 “Materials construction budget” is defined as all material costs and excludes labor, soft
costs, and land. Declare products and salvaged materials may be counted at twice their
value. Certain natural building materials may include labor cost in their calculation.
Refer to the v4.0 Materials Petal Handbook for more information.
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OWENS CORNING® ECOTOUCH® PINK® FIBERGLAS™ BATT INSULATION
IMPERATIVE CERTIFIED (LIVING PRODUCT CHALLENGE)
IMAGE COURTESY OF OWENS CORNING

MATERIALS

The intent of this Imperative is to foster a transparent materials economy free of toxins
and harmful chemicals.

IMPERATIVE

All projects must avoid the following Red List chemical classes in 90% of the project’s new
materials by cost. 32 “In situ” materials do not need to be removed or vetted for Red List
chemical classes. 33

13

RED LIST

•

Antimicrobials (marketed
with a health claim)

•

Alkylphenols and related
compounds

•

Asbestos compounds

•

Bisphenol A (BPA) and
structural analogues

•

California-banned
solvents

•

Chlorinated Polymers,
including:
• Chlorinated polyethylene (CPE)
• Chloroinated polyvinyl chloride (CPVC)
• Chloroprene (neoprene monomer)
• Chlorosulfonated polyethylene (CSPE)
• Polyvinylidene chloride (PVDC)

•

Polyvinyl chloride
(PVC)

•

Polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs)

•

Chlorobenzenes

•

•

Chlorofluorocarbons
(CFC) and hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFC)

Short-chain and
medium-chain
chlorinated paraffins

•

Toxic heavy metals
•
Arsenic
•
Cadmium
•
Chromium
• L
 ead (added)
• M
 ercury

•

Volatile organic
compounds (VOC)
(wet-applied products)*

•

Wood Treatments
containing creosote or
pentachlorophenol

•

Formaldehyde (added)

•

Monomeric,
polymeric and organophosphate halogenated
flame retardants (HFRs)

•

Organotin Compounds

•

Perfluorinated
compounds (PFCs)

•

Phthalates
(orthophthalates)

•

Polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs)

*VOCs are limited, not banned.

Refer to the v4.0 Materials Petal
Handbook for specific reference
standard + thresholds.

32 Refer to the v4.0 Materials Petal Handbook for complete and up-to-date listings of the numerous Red
List exceptions. For purposes of the Living Building Challenge, “Materials” includes systems furniture and
excludes FF&E.
33 A list of CAS registry numbers that correspond with each Red List item is available and should be projects
based on their date of registration. Materials deemed hazardous by a remediation professional must be
addressed appropriately.

THE LICHEN COLLECTION BY MOHAWK
PETAL CERTIFIED (LIVING PRODUCT CHALLENGE)
IMAGE COURTESY OF MOHAWK
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MATERIALS

The intent of this Imperative is to support sustainable
extraction of materials and transparent labeling of products.
All projects must advocate for:

IMPERATIVE

14

RESPONSIBLE
SOURCING

•	The creation and adoption of third-party certified standards
for sustainable resource extraction and fair labor practices
for extraction of rock, metal, minerals, and timber.
•	Certification under the Natural Stone Council (NSC) 373
Standard by quarries and/or manufacturers of all dimension
stone products used within the project. 34
All projects must either source 80% or more of all wood, by
cost or volume, as Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) certified, 35
or as salvaged, or from the intentional harvest of on-site
timber for the purpose of clearing the area for construction or
restoring/maintaining the continued ecological function of the
on-site bionetwork, and the remaining 20% of wood must be
from low-risk sources. 36 Alternatively, the project may achieve
FSC Project Certification. 37

SM

Product Name
Manufacturer Name

City, State/Province, Country
Life Expectancy: 000 YEARS
End of Life Options: Recyclable (42%), Landfill
Ingredients:

Ingredient One (Location, ST), The Second
Item (Location, ST), NextIngredient
(Location, ST), Living Building Challenge Red
List*, Different Part of the Product, Another
Component, More Stuff, US EPA Chemical
of Concern, Yet Another Item, Non-toxic
Element, Pieceofthewhole, Component
of Concoction, ThirdFromTheEnd, ECHA
REACH Substance of Very High Concern, Last
Ingredient.

*LBC Exception Applied I11-E1 PVC & Code
XXX-0000
		
Certification
Status

EXP.12/2010

LBC Red List Compliant
LBC Red List Free
Declared

INTERNATIONAL LIVING FUTURE INSTITUTE www.declare.com
MANUFACTURER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR LABEL ACCURACY
SM

All projects must contain two Declare labeled products per 200 sq m of gross building area, or
project area, whichever is smaller, up to forty products, and advocate to all manufacturers that
are not in Declare that they register their products in the Declare database. 38
All projects (except residential) must incorporate one product certified under the Living
Product Challenge per 1,000 sq. m of gross building area or project area, whichever is smaller,
up to three products. 39 Residential projects must incorporate one product certified under the
Living Product Challenge.
34 http://naturalstonecouncil.org/education-training/nsc-initiatives/dimensional-stone-standard/.
35 Refer to the v4.0 Materials Petal Handbook for a full list of exceptions, such as an exception for wood in
existing buildings undergoing renovation.
36 The Nature, Economy and People Connected tool or equivalent must be used to assess risk: https://www.
nepcon.org/sourcinghub/timber
37 See FSC websites by location: e.g., https://us.fsc.org/en-us/market/green-building/fsc-project-certification;
https://www.fsc-uk.org/en-uk/business-area/fsc-certificate-types/project-certification
38 www.living-future.org/declare/
39 www.living-future.org/lpc
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MATERIALS

The intent of this Imperative is to foster
local communities and businesses, while
minimizing transportation impacts.

IMPERATIVE

The project must incorporate place-based
solutions and contribute to the expansion
of a regional economy rooted in sustainable
practices, products, and services.

15

LIVING
ECONOMY
SOURCING

Manufacturer location for materials must
adhere to the following restrictions:
•	20% or more of the materials
construction budget must come from
within 500 kilometers of construction
site.40
•	30% of the total materials construction
budget must come from within 1000
kilometers of the construction site or
closer.
•	An additional 25% of the materials
construction budget must come
from within 5000 kilometers of the
construction site.
•	The remaining 25% of materials may be
sourced from any location.

40 “Materials construction budget” is defined as
all material costs excluding labor, soft costs,
and land. Declare products and salvaged
materials may be counted at twice their value.
Certain natural building materials may include
labor cost in their calculation. Refer to the v4.0
Materials Petal Handbook for more information.

BETTY AND CLINT JOSEY PAVILION, DIXON WATER FOUNDATION, LIVING CERTIFIED - DECATUR, TX
IMAGE COURTESY OF THE DIXON WATER FOUNDATION
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MATERIALS

The intent of this Imperative is to integrate waste reduction into all phases of projects and to encourage
imaginative reuse of salvaged “waste” materials.

IMPERATIVE

All projects must strive to reduce or eliminate the production of waste during design, construction,
operation, and end of life in order to conserve natural resources and to find ways to integrate waste
back into either an industrial loop or a natural nutrient loop.41

16

NET POSITIVE
WASTE

All projects must feature at least one salvaged material per 500 square meters of gross building area
or be an adaptive reuse of an existing structure.
All projects must create a Materials Conservation Management Plan that explains how the project
optimizes materials in each of the following phases:
•	Design Phase, including the consideration of deconstruction and appropriate durability in
product specifications.
•	Construction Phase, including product optimization and collection of waste materials for reuse or recycling.
• Operation Phase, including a collection plan for extra consumables and durables.
• End of Life Phase, including a plan for adaptable reuse and deconstruction.
All projects must divert waste material from the landfill to the following levels (by weight or volume) during construction:

MATERIAL

MINIMUM DIVERSION RATE

Metal

99%

Paper and cardboard

99%

Soil and biomass

100%

Rigid foam, carpet, and insulation

95%

All others – combined weighted average

90%

Demolition Waste

80%

42

All project types must provide dedicated infrastructure for the collection of recyclables and compostable food scraps.
Projects located on sites with existing infrastructure must complete a pre-building audit that inventories available
materials and assemblies for reuse or donation.

41 Refer to the v4.0 Materials Petal Handbook for calculation details, clarifications, and exceptions.
42 Hazardous materials in demolition waste, such as lead-based paint, asbestos, and polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs), are exempt from percentage calculations.
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NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL OFFICE, PETAL CERTIFIED - SAN FRANCISCO, CA
IMAGE BY JASPER SANIDAD, COURTESY OF NRDC
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EQUITY
Supporting a Just,
Equitable World
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I-17

UNIVERSAL ACCESS

I-18

INCLUSION

PETAL INTENT
The intent of the Equity Petal is to elevate equity as a project goal, and to transform developments to foster
a just and inclusive community that enables all people to participate, prosper, and reach their full potential.
It is grounded in the belief that a society that embraces and engages all sectors of humanity and allows the
dignity of equal access and fair treatment is a civilization in the best position to make decisions that protect
and restore the natural environment that sustains all of us.
Disturbing trends toward privatizing infrastructure, externalizing negative social and environmental
impacts, and limiting access to nature, which combined with growing income equality exacerbate polarized
attitudes of “us” vs. “them”, and limit full participation in community life for all. Only by realizing that we are
indeed all in this together can the greatest environmental and social problems be addressed.
Living Buildings are meant to be accessible and welcoming to all people, helping us recognize and
celebrate cultural richness, while ensuring equitable access to fresh air, sunlight, and clean water and
soil.. The process of designing, building and operating Living Buildings should also have a positive impact
in creating jobs and opportunities for inclusion of people who have been disadvantaged, excluded, or
discriminated against.
Just℠, the Institute’s social justice transparency platform for organizations, is a publicly accessible label and
online database, and is a core component of the Equity Petal. Just is a powerful tool to help project teams
assess their own organizational equity, and to identify and support other organizations that share the
values of a socially just and culturally rich living future.
living-future.org/just

IDEAL CONDITIONS + CURRENT LIMITATIONS
The Living Building Challenge envisions a built environment that is welcoming and accessible, and that
enables all people to participate, prosper, and reach their full potential. It is a built environment created by
equitable organizations, who lead inclusive design and construction processes.
Current limitations to reaching this ideal stem from ingrained cultural and social attitudes about the
rights associated with private ownership and from structural and institutionalized racism and sexism, and
widespread discrimination. A clear and concerted effort to address social equity issues is generally absent
in most organizations, design objectives, and outcomes, and project stakeholders are usually limited by
our ingrained assumptions and attitudes about ownership and rights, further excluding stakeholders in the
community who will also be impacted by and could benefit from the project.
continued >>

ETSY HEADQUARTERS, PETAL CERTIFIED - BROOKLYN, NY
IMAGE BY EMILY ANDREWS, COURTESY OF ETSY
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IMPERATIVE

17

UNIVERSAL
ACCESS

The intent of this Imperative is to allow equitable access to, and protections from any negative
impacts resulting from the development of, Living Building projects.
All projects must make all primary transportation, roads and non-building infrastructure that
are considered externally focused (e.g. plazas, seating or park space) equally accessible to all
members of the public regardless of background, age and socioeconomic class—including the
homeless—with reasonable steps taken to ensure that all people can benefit from the project’s
creation.43
Projects in Transects L3-L6 (except single-family residences) must provide for and enhance
the public realm through design measures and features that are accessible to all members of
society, such as street furniture, public art, gardens, and benches.
All projects must safeguard access for those with physical disabilities through designs meeting
either the Principles of Universal design (United States Access Board), the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA), and the Architectural Barriers Act (ABA) Accessibility Guidelines, or
international equivalent.44
No project may block access to, nor diminish the quality of, fresh air, sunlight, and natural
waterways for any member of society or adjacent developments. Projects must also
appropriately address any noise audible to the public.
•	Fresh Air: Projects must protect adjacent property from any noxious emissions that would
compromise its ability to use natural ventilation. All operational emissions must be free of
Red List items, persistent bioaccumulative toxicants, and known or suspect carcinogenic,
mutagenic and reprotoxic chemicals.

43 Refer to the v4.0 Equity Petal Handbook for exceptions and clarifications regarding access.
44 Refer to the v4.0 Equity Petal Handbook for exceptions, such as those for private
residences and historic structures. ADA and ABA Accessibility Guidelines are available online:
www.access-board.gov/guidelines-and-standards/buildings-and-sites/about-the-ada-standards
www.access-board.gov/guidelines-and-standards/buildings-and-sites/
about-the-aba-standards/aba-standards
continued >>
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EQUITY
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IMPERATIVE
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UNIVERSAL
ACCESS

•	Sunlight: Projects may not block sunlight
to adjacent building façades and rooftops
above a maximum height allotted for the
Transect.45 The project may not shade the
roof of an adjacent development, unless the
adjoining development was built to a lesser
density than acceptable for the Transect.46
•	Natural Waterways: Projects may not
restrict access to the edge of any natural
waterway, except where such access can
be proven to be a hazard to public safety
or would severely compromise the function
of the project.47 No project may assume
ownership of water contained in these bodies
or compromise the quality of water that flows
downstream. If the project’s boundary is
more than sixty meters long parallel to
the edge of the waterway, it must incorporate
and maintain an access path to the
waterway from the most convenient public
right-of-way.48

45 Exceptions relating to Transects are in the v4.0
Equity Petal Handbook.
46 This corresponds to a neighboring building that is
at least two stories in L2-L3; four stories in L4; eight
stories in L5; and sixteen stories in L6.
47 Public access throughway must allow approach to
waterway from land for pedestrians and bicyclists,
and from the water via boat. No infrastructure to
support any water-based transport is required. For
example, a working dock or marina might need to
restrict shoreline access for safety reasons. A private
residence may not.
48 The easement containing the pathway must be at
least three meters wide and allow entry to
both pedestrians and bicyclists.

MCGILVRA PLACE PARK, LIVING CERTIFIED - SEATTLE, WA
IMAGE COURTESY OF BERGER PARTNERSHIP
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INCLUSION

The intent of this Imperative is to help create stable,
safe, and high-paying job opportunities for people in the
local community, and support local diverse businesses
through hiring, purchasing, and workforce development
practices.
All projects must have a Just label for at least two
project team organizations that have an integral role in
decisions during both design and construction phases,
and an additional five organizations involved in the
project must complete a self-assessment.49
In addition, all projects must either:
include diverse stakeholders from vulnerable or
disadvantaged populations in the design, construction
and operations and maintenance phases at the following
levels:

SM

Organization Name: ABC Inc.
Organization Type: Service Provider
Headquarters: Washington, D.C.
Office Locations : 10
Number of Employees: 1200
Social Justice Indicators:

Diversity & Inclusion
Gender Diversity
Ethnic Diversity
Inclusion
Engagement

Employee Benefi ts
Health Care
Retirement Provision
Family/Medical Leave
Training/Education

Stewardship

Equity
Full Time Employment
Pay-Scale Equity
Freedom of Association
Living Wage
Gender Pay Equity

Employee Health
Physical Health
Well-Being

Local Communities
Volunteering
Animal Welfare
Charitable Giving
Positive Products

Purchasing & Supply Chain
Equitable Purchasing
Supply Chain

‘
THE SOCIAL JUSTICE
LABEL
EL
E
L 2.0
2.0

•	20% of design contract and/or construction contracts,
ABC-001
EXP. 12/30/2020
and 10% of maintenance contracts must be with JUST
INTERNATIONAL LIVING FUTURE INSTITUTE
organizations that meet required levels for Diversity
category, or are registered Minority, Woman, or
Disadvantaged Business Enterprises (MWDBE) organizations, or international equivalent. 50
SM

•	Workforce development/training/community benefits agreements, registered apprentice
programs, and similar programs are employed for 10% of the General Contractor’s project
contracts, and/or project maintenance contracts.
or,
donate 0.1% of total project cost to a regional, community-based nonprofit organization
focused on equity and inclusion.

49 https://living-future.org/just; Just labeled “project team organizations” that are contracted to the owner
can also count towards the 20% requirement below.
50 Required levels for either the Gender or Ethnic Diversity Indicators: One in Just 1.0, two in Just 2.0.
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NEED HIGHER RES
CAPITAL STUDIOS, AFFORDABLE HOUSING PILOT PROJECT - AUSTIN, TX
IMAGE BY PAUL BARDAGJY, COURTESY OF CAPITAL STUDIOS
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